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“Carry On”, But “Calm” Not Guaranteed   

 
“I find that … vague and unconvincing.” – K-2SO, Star Wars 

 

In a Nutshell: 

i. "Carry" trade proposition premised on Fed pivot bets under-account for potentially enlarged 

volatility, which is the biggest bugbear for “carry” traders. So, unqualified optimism about 

“carry” is invariably “vague and unconvincing”. 

ii. In particular, sharp declines in nominal USD-funded “carry” accentuate risks associated with 

defiant bets that a wrong-footed Fed will cut rates sharply, thereby restoring “carry” desirability. 

iii. What’s more, diminished nominal “carry” has limited and fast fading (real) offset as the 

aberration of higher US inflation vis-à-vis EM Asia normalizes. 

iv. Crucially, dangers of sharp capital loss (currency depreciation) from abrupt risk re-pricing poses 

an outsized risk to aggressive “carry” trades.  

 

Expectations of peak Fed rates, and crucially, a "proper" Fed pivot to reverse hikes soon (enough), dangles 

tantalizing prospects of USD-funded "carry" trades to make a come-back.  

 

The critical warning though is that even if "carry" is on, calm is not guaranteed.  

 

And this a makes for a problematic proposition; as "carry" traders have traditionally hated volatility (the 

lack of calm) more than they have desired the "carry" (seemingly "free" returns). 

 

But (and if ever there were to be a 'Fight Club' style first rule of economics) nothing in life is for free.  
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To be sure, "carry" returns derived from higher-beta/commodity/EM currencies have inherently always 

entailed non-linear, and often abrupt and sporadic, outbursts of volatility.   

 

So the counter-argument may be that resumption of "carry" ought to be unfettered by inherent volatility 

because latent volatility has always been the name of game.  

 

Hence, Fed rates poised to go lower is in fact a legitimate catalyst for astute, positioning for "carry". 

 

Trouble is, without appropriate context on the evolved state of “carry” and critical assessment of risk-adjusted 

returns, brazen play for “carry” is not just bullish optimism, but cavalier opportunism. 

 

Here's the (pertinent) thing. Since 2022, USD-funded "carry" has ubiquitously declined; and very sharply 

at that in some cases. And so, unless "carry" is at least restored to pre-2022 levels, it is glaringly evident 

that "risk-adjusted" returns may not justify "carry" trades.  

 

In fact, negative (nominal) USD-funded carry for CNY, MYR, THB, SGD, AUD and KRW, leave only INR, 

IDR, PHP and perhaps NZD as the only viable options in the current state of play. 

 

Ardent optimists will however dismiss current impediments in favour of deep Fed rate cut expectations, 

consistent with substantially boosted USD-funded "carry" returns. 

 

But that is precisely why there ought to be a higher uncertainty quotient ("calm not guaranteed") attached 

to the "carry" proposition motivated by Fed rate cut bets. 

 

First, in accepting considerably lower carry, markets assume that the Fed is wrong about a gradual glide-

path to neutral rates over 2024-25 (and beyond); thereby hinging heavily on a wrong-footed Fed being, 

instead betting on sharp rate cuts forced on to a wrong-footed Fed. 

 

Second, significantly diminished nominal carry, masked by the aberration of higher US inflation vis-à-vis 

EM Asia, is on borrowed time; and as inflation differentials “normalize” the nominal "carry" shortfall will 

be rendered even starker.  

 

Finally, and most perilous is that risk of dislocations entailing capital loss (sharp currency depreciation) on 

risk-re-pricing are also under-accounted for at current suppressed "carry". 

 

The upshot is that as tempting as it may be to "carry", the risks may prove painful to bear; at least at 

current valuations and returns. And so, unqualified optimism about “carry” proposition is at the very least 

“vague and unconvincing”. 
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